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as we build ai-based technologies, we must think about what we’re building and the
potential impact it will have on society. a major goal for deepmind is to contribute to the
realisation of the ethical principles of the un sustainable development goals. we need ai
and other technologies to help address the fact that humanity has not been able to keep

up with the pace of change and still live in a sustainable manner. a key challenge for
deepmind is to continue to build on alphafold and the research it has spawned so that it

can tackle a wider range of complex problems. we see a broad range of potential benefits
that could come from the work, including improvements in medical diagnostics and

therapy, and our long-term objective is to advance the field of ai by developing methods
that are applicable across many domains. rancho los amigos 10 level scale of motor

function. this scale is a revision of the original rancho 8 level scale, which is based on how
the patient reacts to external stimuli and the environment. the scales consist of 10

different levels and each patient will progress through the levels with starts and stops,
progress and plateaus. we are a global company and currently have staff based in the uk,

the usa, france, spain, the netherlands, china, india, mexico, germany, australia, new
zealand, singapore, malaysia, south korea, japan, hong kong, taiwan, thailand, indonesia,
myanmar, vietnam, cambodia, ireland, hungary, romania, poland, slovenia, canada, italy,
belgium, luxembourg, brazil and mexico. over the years, deepmind has also developed

and delivered services to over 200 organisations worldwide.
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in the long run, we hope to develop
ai capability that can help people in
everyday situations, including those

of getting access to good-quality,
timely health care. such a system
would provide people with access
to care that they could previously

only dream of. the mind skills
encourage students to engage
deeply with material, paying

attention and encouraging critical
thinking. learning activities are rich

with examples of models and
concepts being explained and
discussed. in the mood series,

students learn how to use moods
and emotions as effective learning
and performance tools. the mind

series is suitable for anyone in any
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discipline, and also for anyone who
is experiencing stress, depression

or anxiety. the mind series
(comprising openmind and

mastermind) is a ground-breaking
course that provides learners with

the professional, academic and
personal skills they need. not only

are language skills developed in the
course, but also 21st-century skills
that students need in order to have

a better awareness of self and
society, to handle the demands of

their study and learning and to deal
with challenges in their work and
career. deep brain stimulation.

(dbs) involves the implantation of
neurostimulators directly into an

area of the brain. the device
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consists of a small battery-powered
electrical stimulator and a wire that

leads to the brain. lubricin
negatively modulates the friction
between a smooth surface and a
fluid-like surface. in drosophila
melanogaster, this molecule

appears in a ball between the head
of the sperm and the egg. serum

from patients with the lubricin
mutation ly6c increases friction
between the sperm and the egg,
and decreases this friction when
patients receive a lubricingene.
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